The only other reason I'd send you here #3: My healthcare business

Oct 09 2013

So you've heard the spiel before. People flogging beauty products and trying to give you money for things that do no work. Yes I'm one of those people. Yes I'm going to have to insist that my product works above all the others.

Hey I could wax lyrical about what I sell so religiously and I've only been selling it in a little under a month.

But what a
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month it's been.

If you're not interested in the SKINCARE RANGE then scroll down. Otherwise let me tell you about Jeunesse serum. This serum is amazeballs. I have before and after photos of people I actually know who have had their psoriasis cured, their eczema on their legs and arms as well as face, there's another lady whose had 20 years of acne scarring gone and not to mention all the anti-ageing improvements of this one serum. My girlfriend even managed to convince one of our gay friends to stop getting botox it's that good!

It's so amazingly magical
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that I already know you won't believe me. You're looking for the catch right? It's gotta be the price right?

For a 5 month supply the serum is priced from 80 to 180 bucks. And I accept installments.
If your interest lies in HEALTHCARE then let me tell you I have that covered too!

Jeunesse sells a 30 day supply of anti-oxidant juice called RESERVE. It's a fruit gel which my cousin currently freezes and gives to her babies as ice blocks. Mulberry, Blueberry, Pomegranate and pro-biotics. That's it. This stuff is what my MUM's on and it's a feel-good juice. Post-pregnancy my friend had problems with her PMS and thanks to 3 months drinking RESERVE she's had no bloating, cramps or pains. It's recommended to reduce any scarring internally (hence Mum uses it for her upcoming hysterectomy) and basically it's a great, NATURAL, juice.

But HEALTHCARE doesn't end there. There is also AM/PM Multivitamins. And yes, they do exactly what their description says they do, one vitamin at night and one in the morning. My cousin (male) takes the PM one and no longer suffers with insomnia. In fact it's that good that he doesn't even hear the babies crying through the night (much to my cousin Maria's annoyance lol). But he's the worker throughout the day so he gets the sleep. Nothing else has worked but this has.

And the AM MultiV? That's where MY story has been affected MOST. All the medications I used to be on; anti-depressants, Vitamin D, Blood Pressure, Pre-Diabetes Metformin ALL OF IT is gone. It's been a month on these puppies and I haven't had a single health scare. Sure keep watching this space but I have no regrets. My blood pressure has actually been going down and so has my weight!

AM/PM contains 80 vitamins, probiotics and macro-probiotics all in a tablet. WHY no one thought to combine these three things is just SCANDALOUS now that I think about it but oh well. We did and now I sell it and you can have some too if you like just contact me.

The only other story I can tell you about it is that my friend who got me onto Jeunesse Maria's first cousin was on AM/PM for 3 months. He had Type 2 diabetes. His blood sugar levels read 12 instead of the normal 5-6.

After 3 months on AM/PM his blood sugar now tests at 7. He told me it hasn't been that low since before he got diagnosed with diabetes. I cannot make this stuff up y'all! I have actual testimonials from people I actually know!! This is not a paid presentation!!

AM/PM is priced at around 80-160 bucks for a 2 month supply I think? 60 in each bottle and sold together depending on your distributor. MAYBE if you bought through me I could give you mates rates? LOL It's true I totally could.

But before I sold you ANYTHING I would want to tell you about the last part of this business.

The reasons the prices aren't solid is because if you sign up for this stuff and want to sell it yourself i.e. become your own distributor, then you would quantify for the wholesale price that I get the products at. It's how
I've made my business and I'm absolutely LOVING it!

In fact I'm applying for a casual job at a TYPO stationery store purely because I just love stationery. I don't need the money anymore. In fact, I told the manager of the store that yesterday.

Last word on the matter. If you're interested, GENUINELY interested, contact me and I will send you SAMPLE FIRST.

Can't nobody buy this stuff outright from me. What if it doesn't work for you? And don't tell me y'all can't afford it because it's a FREE sample and if it works I accept INSTALLMENTS so quit it. No excuses.

If it works for you great, if not no worries. Give me a little credit, we'll still be friends I'll just be the one with the smoother, younger skin and zero health issues. I'll still love y'all regardless.

PM and let me know okay?
Shea83

http://maoriaura.jeunesseglobal.com
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